
Note to Messrs. Guehenno and Prendergastj

Re. Arrangements for the maintenance of the boundary betweep Iraq and Kuwait

PRIORITY

Further to my note of 4 February 2005 on the subject matter, and taking into
account the issues raised in Mr. Michel's note of 1 March 2005, we would be grateful to
receive your urgent advice for submission to the Secretary-General by close of business
on Tuesday 8 March 2005. We agree with Mr. Michel in the last sentence of his note
that "there is a risk' that the Government of Kuwait may take the matter to the Security
Council." We should, therefore, act quickly on this matter.

Thank you.

Mark Malloch Brown
4 March 2005

cc. Mr. Michel
Mr. Sach
Mr. M011er
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Note to Mr. Malloch Brown

Arrangements for maintenance of the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I refer to my memorandunidated_2 February 2005 to the Secretary-General (copy attached),
had

" " "Tian3e3"to Mr" Zacklin requestirTg"the""Onlted Nations to discharge its responsibilities .with jegard
,̂ _ ___ 11̂ _,-,tw*'i*-.-Jrt'"»-:>>k,,,,.T_. *|<"V**i;'rt-^*"""~~>--''~-«'"-T^»fl»— i%- „,„_-„. jj.j-.-— w.n '̂-l-.-WJ -••—.— -.Ml-:.- ••**- i"- • T-K> « !- •>' '- ..•*-**"•<"•• ri- • • •

J[o3lTfe.jTi.aintenance,pf .the, boundary bel̂ een lraq.and..Kuvyait pursuant to Securit^Council
resoiutiQn 833 (1993). In that memorandum, I noted that, until such time as iraq'and" Kuwait
agree to establish other technical arrangements for the purpose, it continues to be the
responsibility of the Secretary-General, pursuant to the arrangements made by the Iraq-Kuwait
Boundary Demarcation Commission and welcomed by the Security Council, to make the
necessary arrangements for the maintenance of the physical representation of that boundary.

I refer also to your Note of 4 February 2005 to Mr. Guehenno and Mr. Prendergast, which you
copied to me, requesting DPKO and DPA to review the matter and provide a joint
recommendation, in consultation with this Office.

Subsequently to receiving that Note, we have had sight of £Qda£a.bles_Jbetween DPA and
JJNAMI, including, most recently, the attached. It appears from these Code Cables that UNAMI

^,.̂  for trie
maintenance of the physical representation of their common boundary. '"~

I nj£ ejse jsi ra^sj^^
"continues to lie with thejSjscjejja^ my memorandum. ~ ""

This being so, it would seem higjily desirable that the^Orgaaization guickjyjakelhe_necessary
Jtepis_tq_dj5m_o_nstra^ that it
has concrete plans in hand for that purpose. Otherwise, there is a risk that the Government of
Kuwait may take the matter to the Security Council.

•* •* -,.,-J™,l-1-3

Nicolas Michel
1 March 2005

cc: Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Prendergast
Mr. Sach
Mr. M0ller
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Arrangements for the maintenance of the Iraq-Kuwait boundary (3)

1. Reference is made to your code cables CXZ-021 of 07 February 2005 and CXZ-
029 of 15 February, and my code cable CXZ-029 of 10 February on the above mentioned
subject.

2. I have taken note of the urgency of the subject matter. However, 1 have not been
able to sxJltciTany views from the Iraqi authorities"af this pomt "giveri'the current process
orgovenimenF'fo'miation. "

3. Once the new government has been established I will address the issue as a. matter
of priority.

Best regards,

in'i.i ffi E I W

OF LEGAL A
!i . ' -5L.OGNO.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

1

D A T E :

2 February 2005
R E F E R E N C E :

Mr. Mark Malloch Brown
Chef de Cabinet

Nicolas Michel
Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs
The Legal Counsel

Arrangements for maintenance of the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait

1. On 20 December 2004, the Charge d'affaires a./, of the Permanent Mission of Kuwait
handed to Mr. Zacklin the attached note verbale requesting the United Nations to discharge its
responsibilities with regard to the maintenance of the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait
pursuant to Security Council resolution 833 (1993). The meeting was sought with Mr. Zacklin
because in 1991 the Office of Legal Affairs had been assigned the responsibility for the
implementation by the Secretary-General of the boundary demarcation pursuant to Security
Council resolution 687 (1991).

2. In that resolution, the Security Council demanded that Iraq and Kuwait respect the
inviolability of the international boundary established in the treaty they had signed in 1963. In
paragraph 3 of that same resolution, the Council called on the Secretary-General to lend his
assistance to make arrangements with Iraq and Kuwait to demarcate that boundary. After
consulting with the two Governments, the Secretary-General reported to the Council (S/22558)
that he would establish an Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission, with the mandate:

(i) to demarcate the boundary in terms of geographical coordinates;
(ii) to make arrangements for the physical representation of the boundary on the

ground through the erection of boundary pillars; and
(iii) to provide for arrangements for the continuing maintenance of those boundary

pillars, as well as for continuing to ensure their locational accuracy (which might
include repositioning them, if need be).

3. Kuwait affirmed that it accepted the Secretary-General's report and would cooperate in
its implementation (S/22558, annex I). Iraq also stated that it would cooperate (S/22588, annex
II). The President of the Security Council subsequently informed the Secretary-General that the
members of the Council supported his plan (S/22593).

4. On 20 May 1993, the Boundary Demarcation Commission submitted its final report to
the Secretary-General (S/25811, appendix). In accordance with its mandate, the Commission
(i) set out a list of geographical coordinates demarcating the boundary; and (ii) reported that it
had made arrangements for the physical representation of the boundary by the emplacement of
boundary pillars and a series of related markers, pillars, posts and plaques.

5. With a view to providing for arrangements for the maintenance of the physical
representation of the boundary — the third element of its mandate — the Commission, in
Section X (c) of its report, invited the Secretary-General to request the survey organizations that
had been associated with the Commission (or, if they were not available, similar organizations):



to inspect the pillars and markers on an annual basis;
to report to the Secretary-General after each inspection;
to take appropriate measures for repositioning, repairing or replacing the pillars
and markers, as necessary; and

(iv) to monitor their adequacy and to emplace any additional boundary markers as
might be deemed useful.

The Commission further recommended that:
(v) in order to facilitate future maintenance work, the Secretary-General should

make arrangements for a cleared road to be created, giving access to the pillars;
(vi) the costs incurred for the above services should be shared between Iraq and

Kuwait;
(vii) these arrangements should remain in force until other technical arrangements

were established between Iraq and Kuwait for the purpose.

6. In his letter of 21 May 1993 transmitting the Commission's report to the Security Council
(S/25811), the Secretary-General stated that he would make the necessary arrangements, as
recommended by the Commission, for maintaining the physical representation of the boundary.

7. In its resolution 833 (1993), the Security Council welcomed the successful conclusion of
the Commission's work. It also welcomed the Secretary-General's letter of 21 May 1993,
including, specifically, "the Secretary-General's decision to make the necessary arrangements
for the maintenance of the physical representation of the boundary, as recommended by the
Commission in Section X (c) of its report, until other technical arrangements are established
between Iraq and Kuwait for this purpose".

8. In view of the fact that any survey organization engaged in maintenance of the physical
representation of the boundary would be operating within the demilitarized zone established
along the Iraq-Kuwait boundary by Security Council resolution 687 (1991) and would largely
depend on the assistance of UNIKOM, this Office recommended to the Secretary-General that
selection of a survey organization and subsequent follow-up of its activities should be the
responsibility of the Department of Peacekeeping Operations.

9. In his report of 29 September 1994 to the Security Council on the work of UNIKOM
(S/1994/1111, paragraph 14), the Secretary-General accordingly noted that UNIKOM had
assumed responsibility for maintaining the boundary markers.

10. UNIKOM has now ceased to exist. In view of this fact, as appears from the note verbale
delivered by the Kuwaiti Charge d'affaires, Kuwait is looking to the United Nations to continue to
make the necessary arrangements for inspecting and maintaining the boundary pillars.

11. As far as we are aware, Iraq and Kuwait have not yet agreed to establish other technical
arrangements for the purposes of maintaining the physical representation of the boundary. The
Charge d'affaires of Kuwait has orally confirmed this to us.

12. Absent such bilateral technical arrangementsjt continues to fall to theJSecretary-
General., pursuant to the arrangements made by the BoTJn'airytJlbTnTmssî ^ by
the Security Council, to make thejiecessary_ arrangem_entsiforjthe,maj_ritei^ncj_pnhe_p_hyrsical
representation of the boundary.

13. Within the Secretariat, expertise in matters concerning the physical demarcation of
boundaries lies with the Cartographies Section of the Department of Peacekeeping Operations.
The Cartographies Section in fact serviced the Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission.



We would accordingly recommend that responsibility for selection of an appropriate survey
organization to provide the services listed in paragraph 4 (i)-(iv) above, as well as responsibility
for ensuring the subsequent follow-up of its activities, should continue to lie with the Department
of Peacekeeping Operations.

14. While, for the reasons set out above, there is a legislative mandate for the Secretary-
General to make the necessary arrangements for the maintenance of the physical
representation of the boundary, and while bilateral technical arrangements have noj_beennmade
byjraq and Kuwait, there is no reaso7n^u^jew7wrT^t^ concernetJ should not

^ow_bJT;pkedlp_~^ However,"that:"wouTd"be a" matfer'for the advice~
of the Department'.o[ PoliticaTAffairs. "" • • - - • — . . . . < > ~ ~ ••-.--... .--. >.,. .

cc: Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Prendergast
Mr. Halbwachs
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The Charge d'Affaires, a.i. of the Permanent Mission of the State of
Kuwait to the United Nations presents his compliments to the Assistant
Secretary-Genera! and Deputy to the Under-Secretary-General of the United
Nations, Office of Legal Affairs, and has the honour to draw the letter's
attention to Security Council resolution 833 (1993) which welcomes in its
preamble para 7 of the Secretary-General's decision to make the necessary
arrangements for the maintenance of the physical representation of the
boundary as recommended by the United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Boundary
Demarcation Commission in Section X (c) of its final report attached to the
Secretary-General's letter of 21 May 1993 (S/25811).

In accordance with this recommendation adopted by the.Security
Council, we look forward to the United Nations for discharging its
responsibilities by entrusting to the party it deems appropriate for the task of
maintaining and inspecting the pillars and markers on the Iraq-Kuwait
boundary.

In this regard, Kuwait expresses its readiness to fully cooperate with
the United Nations in order to facilitate its mission.

The Charge d'Affaires, a.i. of the Permanent Mission of the State of
Kuwait to the United Nations avails himself of this opportunity to renew to
the Assistant Secretary-General and Deputy to the Under-Secretary of the
United Nations, Office of Legal Affairs, the assurances of his highest
consideration.

OV> [£ ;;v-"E' 0 K/f E "r:~H

DEC 2 0 2004

web site: http://www.kuwaitmission.com - e-mail: kuwaitmission@msn.com
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